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First-principles study of structural, electronic, dynamical, and dielectric properties of zircon
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We investigate structural, electronic, dynamical, and dielectric properties of zircon (ZrSiO4) within density-
functional theory. The atomic structure is fully relaxed and the structural parameters are found to differ by less
than 1.5% from the experimental data. The associated electronic band structure and density of states are also
presented. Using density-functional perturbation theory, we obtain the phonon frequencies at the center of the
Brillouin zone, the Born effective charge tensors, and the dielectric permittivity tensors. The calculated phonon
frequencies agree with the infrared and Raman experimental values~rms relative deviations of 2.5%! when
available, while the silent modes are predicted to range between 119.6 and 943.3 cm21. We compute the Born
effective charge tensors, that are found to be quite anisotropic. The electronic and static dielectric permittivity
are analyzed in detail. Their difference is mostly due to the lowest infrared-active mode, whose eigenvector
corresponds to a distortion of the SiO4 tetrahedra with a displacement of Zr and O atoms in opposite directions.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.63.104305 PACS number~s!: 63.20.2e, 71.20.2b, 77.22.2d
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I. INTRODUCTION

Zircon (ZrSiO4) is a mineral of widespread geologic
occurrence found in igneous rocks and sediments. It is u
as a gemstone, because of its good optical quality, and r
tance to chemical attack. In the Earth’s crust, zircon is a h
mineral for the radioactive elements uranium and thoriu
and therefore a natural candidate for usage as a nuclear w
storage material.

More recently, the Zr-Si-O system has drawn consid
able attention in the quest for an alternative high-permittiv
~high-e) material to conventional SiO2 as the gate dielectric
in metal-oxide-semiconductor~MOS! devices.1 Indeed, the
metal oxide ZrO2 as well as ZrSiO4 in the form of amor-
phous films are stable in direct contact with Si up to hi
temperature, which is highly desirable to avoid the degra
tion of the interface properties by formation of a low-e in-
terfacial layer. The pure oxide ZrO2 presents some potentia
concerns:1 it tends to crystallize at low temperature, it is a
ionic conductor, and the heterointerface formed between
Si channel and ZrO2 may degrade the electron channel m
bility in transistors. On the contrary, amorphous silicates
the type ZrSixOy appear as very promising candidates
replacing SiO2. In fact, the Zr-Si-O phase diagram present
large phase field of stable ZrSixOy and the static permittivity
e0 increases continuously with the amount of Zr incorpora
into the silicate film.2 For crystalline ZrSiO4 ~zircon!, values
of e0 ranging from 10.69~Ref. 3! to 12.6 ~Ref. 4! are re-
ported, which is consistent with the fact that its structure
comprised of SiO2 (e053.9) and ZrO2 (e0525) compo-
nents.

In order to be able to control this process, it is high
desirable to develop an understanding of how the permit
ity of ZrSixOy is affected by its microstructure. In this work
we take the first step towards this goal by establishing
0163-1829/2001/63~10!/104305~7!/$15.00 63 1043
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accuracy of first-principles approaches for describing
structural, electronic, vibrational, and dielectric properties
such materials. To this end, we here consider zircon~crys-
talline ZrSiO4), which presents all the principal bonding fe
tures occurring in ZrSixOy silicate films. Using density-
functional theory, we first study the ground-state propert
of this material. The relaxed atomic structure is found
excellent agreement with the experimental one. The e
tronic band structure and density of states are also given.
use density-functional perturbation theory to compute
phonon frequencies at theG point of the Brillouin zone, the
Born effective charge tensors, and the dielectric permittiv
tensors of ZrSiO4. We find very good agreement betwee
calculated and measured phonon frequencies, and predic
frequencies of seven modes~five silent modes—inactive for
both infrared~IR! and Raman techniques—and two Rama
active modes that were not observed in experiments!. The
Born effective charge tensors are quite anisotropic and,
some directions, larger than the nominal ionic charges. T
phenomenon, which has already been observed in var
oxides~see Ref. 5 and references therein! is called ‘‘anoma-
lous effective charge.’’ It indicates a mixed covalent-ion
character of the Zr-O bonding. The agreement with exp
ments is also rather good for the electronic and static die
tric permittivity constants. The latter is decomposed into
electronic component and the individual contributions of t
IR-active modes. Four IR-activeEu modes contribute to the
static dielectric constant in the plane perpendicular to
tetragonal axis, while three IR-activeA2u modes contribute
to it along the tetragonal axis. In both cases, the lowes
these modes account for more than 60% of the differe
between the electronic and static dielectric constant. We
amine these lowest frequencyA2u andEu modes, and show
that, unlike assumed in an early analysis,6 the SiO4 group is
substantially deformed. This supports the above-mentio
©2001 The American Physical Society05-1
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mixed ionic-covalent Zr-O bonding.
This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we discu

the ground-state properties of zircon. We compare our ca
lated structural parameters with the experimental ones
those from other theoretical calculations. In this section,
also give the electronic band structure and density of st
of ZrSiO4. In Sec. III, we present the calculated linea
response functions: the Born effective charge tensors,
phonon frequencies at theG point of the Brillouin zone, and
the dielectric permittivity tensors. This section also conta
the above-mentioned analysis of the difference between e
tronic and static dielectric constants. Finally, our results
summarized in Sec. IV.

II. GROUND-STATE PROPERTIES OF ZIRCON

A. Technical details

Our calculations are performed within the local dens
approximation ~LDA ! to density-functional theory,7,8 as
implemented in theABINIT package, developed by the a
thors and collaborators.9 The exchange-correlation energy
evaluated using Perdew-Wang’s parametrization10 of
Ceperley-Alder electron-gas data.11 The all-electron poten-
tials are replaced by extended norm-conserving, highly tra
ferable pseudopotentials,12 with Zr(4s,4p,4d,5s),
Si(3s,3p), and O(2s,2p) levels treated as valence state
The wave functions are expanded in plane waves up
kinetic energy cutoff of 30 Ha. The Brillouin zone i
sampled by a 43434 Monkhorst-Pack13 mesh ofk points.
Both kinetic energy cutoff andk-point sampling prove
largely sufficient for the accuracy required in the pres
study.14

B. Atomic structure of zircon

We first determine the ground-state structural parame
of ZrSiO4. Zircon has a conventional unit cell which is bod
centered tetragonal~space groupI41 /amd, No. 141! and
contains four formula units of ZrSiO4. The experimental val-
ues of the lattice constantsa and c taken from Ref. 15 are
reported in Table I. A primitive cell containing only tw
formula units can be defined. The structure of zircon may
viewed as consisting of (SiO4)42 anions and Zr41 cations,
as illustrated in Fig. 1 of Ref. 6. This is consistent with t
larger bond length~about 25%! of Zr-O compared to Si-O
bond ~see Table I!. Alternatively, as presented in Fig. 1 o
Ref. 16, a different view may be adopted in which ZrSiO4
consists of alternating~discrete! SiO4 tetrahedra and ZrO8
units, sharing edges to form chains parallel to thec direction.
Note that in these ZrO8 units four O atoms are closer to th
Zr atom than the four other ones~6% difference in the Zr-O
bond length!. The positions of the Zr and Si atoms are im

posed by symmetry: they are located at (0,3
4 , 1

8 ) and (0,14 , 3
8 )

on the 4a and 4b Wyckoff sites, respectively. The O atom
occupy the 16h Wyckoff sites (0,u,v), whereu and v are
internal parameters.

Table I summarizes the results obtained after struct
and atomic relaxation. The calculated lattice constantsa and
c, as well as the internal parametersu andv are found to be
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in excellent agreement with their corresponding experim
tal values.15 Interatomic distances and angles are within o
or two percent of the experimental values, and also agre
that level with the results from a previous first-principl
study.17 This is largely sufficient to allow the further study o
dynamical and dielectric properties.

C. Electronic structure of zircon

In Fig. 1, we present the calculated electronic density
states~DOS! and the electronic band structure for seve
directions in the Brillouin zone. For the nomenclature
points and lines in the Brillouin zone, see Ref. 18. W
clearly distinguish four group of valence bands, the th
lowest of which have a rather small dispersion, indicative
a weak hybridization: the DOS exhibits a very sharp peak

TABLE I. Calculated structural parameters of ZrSiO4 compared
to experimental values~Ref. 15!. The length unit is the Å.

Theory Experiment
This work From Ref. 17

Lattice constants
a 6.54 6.61
c 5.92 6.00

Volume
V 127 129 131

Internal parameters
u 0.0645 0.0646
v 0.1945 0.1967

Interatomic distances
Si-O 1.61 1.63 1.62
Zr-O 2.10 2.11 2.13

2.24 2.26 2.27
Bond angles

O-Si-O 97° 96° 97°
116° 117° 116°

FIG. 1. Electronic band structure and density of states
ZrSiO4. The Fermi level has been aligned to the top of the vale
band.
5-2
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247.1 eV attributed to the Zr 4s states, corresponding t
two flat bands; the peak at225.5 eV is related to the Zr 4p
states~six bands!; the O 2s peak is located between218.0
and 216.2 eV ~eight bands!. By contrast, the fourth group
~24 bands!, has a much wider spread of 8 eV : these sta
have mainly an O 2p character with some mixing of Si an
Zr orbitals. This mixed covalent-ionic bonding of ZrSiO4,
appearing in this group of valence bands, is to be kep
mind for the interpretation of Born effective charge tenso

III. LINEAR RESPONSE FUNCTIONS

A. Technical details

Linear response properties such as the Born effec
charge tensors or the phonon frequencies are obtaine
second-order derivatives of the total energy with respec
an external electric field or to atomic displacements. Th
second-order derivatives are calculated within a variatio
approach to density-functional perturbation theory.9,19–21The
calculation of these quantities is a specific feature of
ABINIT package. We used the same parameters as for
calculation of the ground-state properties. We also p
formed tests which proved the associated numerical accu
to be excellent.

B. Born effective charge tensors

We first compute the Born effective charge tens
(Zi j ,t* ). They are defined as the force in the directioni on the
atom t due to an homogeneous unitary electric field alo
the directionj, or equivalently, as the induced polarization
the solid along the directioni by a unit displacement in the
direction j of the atomic sublattice.

In the zircon structure, the local site symmetry of Zr a
Si atoms is rather high (4m̄2). The Born effective charge
tensors of Zr and Si atoms are diagonal and have only
independent components: along and perpendicular to th
tragonal axis,Zi* and Z'

* , respectively. The Born effective
charge tensors of Zr and Si atoms are reported in Table

We note thatZ'
* for Zr is anomalously large compared

the nominal ionic charge of the zirconium ionZ514. A
similar behavior was also observed in the case of PbZ3
~Ref. 22! and of cubic-ZrO2 ~Ref. 23!. A detailed analysis of
the physics of Born effective charges in the case of per

TABLE II. Calculated Born effective charge tensors for Zr, S
and O atoms in zircon. For Zr and Si atoms, the tensors are diag
and only the principal elements are given. For O atoms, the
tensor is reported as well as the principal elements of its symm
part, given between brackets.

ZZr* (15.41 15.41 14.63)
ZSi* (13.25 13.25 14.42)
ZO* S21.15 0 0

0 23.17 20.16

0 20.34 22.25
D F 21.15

23.24

22.16
G
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skite ferroelectrics~like PbZrO3) ascribed this effect to a
mixed covalent-ionic bonding.5 In the section dealing with
the electronic structure, we have seen the presence of Z
2p hybridization. Thus the physical interpretation of th
phenomenon is likely similar to the case of perovskite fer
electrics. The other component of the zirconium Born effe
tive charge tensor (Zi* ) is also larger than the nominal ioni
charge, although the effect is not as pronounced. For
silicon atom, there are also some~weaker! deviations with
respect to the nominal value (Z514), one component being
slightly larger, and one being definitely lower. These are
very different to those observed in tetrahedrally bond
silica polymorphs, like quartz,19 in which each O atom is
strongly bonded to two Si atoms, or in the more comp
polymorph of silica, stishovite,24 in which each O atom has
three close Si neighbors.

The local site symmetry of the O atoms has only a mir
plane. As a consequence, the Born effective charge tens
O atoms is not diagonal, and depends on five independ
quantities. We will examine the one for the O atom locat
at (0,u,v), which has been reported in Table II. The Bo
effective charge tensors of the other oxygen atoms can
obtained using the symmetry operations. For this particu
atom, the mirror plane is perpendicular tox. Note thatZyz*
andZzy* are different, but rather small, making the Born e
fective charge tensor almost diagonal. They appear in
mirror plane, where one O-Si bond and two O-Zr bonds~one
long and one short! are present. One can compute the p
jection of the Born effective charge on these directions:
the O-Si bond, the projection is22.29, while it is23.23 for
the shorter O-Zr bond, and23.02 for the longer Zr-O bond
In this plane, the magnitude of Born effective charge co
ponents is larger than the nominal ionic charge of oxyg
(Z522). In another approach to the characterization of
anisotropy of this tensor, one might select its symmetric p
and diagonalize it. The principal values are given in Table
and the principal direction associated to the largest princ
value forms an angle of 14.2° with to they axis. Both analy-
sis give the same type of anisotropy.

Such a strong anisotropy of the Born effective charge t
sor for O atoms, with one component with magnitude mu
smaller than 2 and much smaller than the two others, w
already observed in SiO2-stishovite24 and TiO2-rutile.25 By
contrast, in tetrahedrally bonded silicas, there aretwo com-
ponents with magnitudes much smaller than 2. Thus, at
level of the Born effective charges, the ionic-covalent bon
ing of O atoms to Zr and Si atoms in ZrSiO4 is closer to
stishovite than to quartz, in agreement with a naive bo
counting argument. Models of ZrSixOy should take into ac-
count this difference, and might be classified according
the anisotropy of the O Born effective charges. With a sm
content of Zr, one could expect that the quartzlike behav
will dominate, while for Zr atomic fractions closer to that o
zircon, the stishovitelike behavior will become stronger.

C. Phonon frequencies at theG point

We also compute the phonon frequencies at theG point of
the Brillouin zone. Because of the nonvanishing compone
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of the Born effective charge tensors, the dipole-dipole int
action has been properly included in the calculation of
interatomic force constants.21,26,27 In particular, the dipole-
dipole contribution is found to be responsible for the splitti
between the longitudinal and transverse optic~LO and TO,
respectively! modesEu ~perpendicular toc) andA2u ~paral-
lel to c) at theG point.

In Table III, the calculated phonon frequencies are co
pared with experimental values.3,6,28 Overall, the agreemen
is excellent, with a rms absolute deviation of 9.4 cm21, and
a rms relative deviation of 2.5%. We obtain two Raman
tive modes at 631.7 cm21 @B1g(3)# and at 922.6 cm21

@Eg(5)#, that could not be detected experimentally. We a
obtain silent modes, inactive for both IR and Raman exp
ments. They are found to range from 119.6 to 943.3 cm21.
Two of these (B1u andA2g) are very soft, and correspond,

TABLE III. Fundamental frequencies of zircon~in cm21) with
their symmetry assignments. The experimental values are ta
from Ref. 6 ~first column!, Ref. 3 ~for A2u mode in the second
column!, and Ref. 28~for Eu mode in the second column!.

Mode This work Experiment

Raman
A1g(1) 442.0 439
A1g(2) 971.4 974
B1g(1) 225.4 214
B1g(2) 396.9 393
B1g(3) 631.7
B1g(4) 1016.7 1008
B2g 251.8 266
Eg(1) 194.3 201
Eg(2) 224.7 225
Eg(3) 375.4 357
Eg(4) 536.0 547
Eg(5) 922.6
Infrared
A2u ~TO1! 347.8 338 339
A2u ~LO1! 475.9 480 478
A2u ~TO2! 601.2 608 605.7
A2u ~LO2! 646.0 647 641.5
A2u ~TO3! 979.9 989 977
A2u ~LO3! 1096.2 1108 1100
Eu ~TO1! 285.2 287 281
Eu ~LO1! 340.6 352 354
Eu ~TO2! 383.0 389 381
Eu ~LO2! 420.2 419 417
Eu ~TO3! 422.2 430 429
Eu ~LO3! 466.4 471 468
Eu ~TO4! 867.4 885 871
Eu ~LO4! 1028.6 1035 1034
Silent
B1u 119.6
A2g 241.7
A1u 392.3
B2u(1) 566.4
B2u(2) 943.3
10430
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a first approximation, to vibration modes of zircon in whic
the SiO4 tetrahedra rotate as a unit6 ~in theu andg modes the
tetrahedra move with opposite phases!.

On the basis of the close correspondence between
results and experimental data for IR-active and Raman-ac
modes, we are able to shed light on some delicate iss
related to the interpretation of experimental results and
corresponding symmetry assignment.

Indeed, our calculations do not give any frequency ofEg
symmetry close to the frequency of 1008 cm21 experimen-
tally observed by Dawsonet al.6 This lends support to thei
interpretation, which suggested that this line does not re
from the perfect crystal, but rather from some crystal miso
entation or imperfection. By contrast, as mentioned pre
ously, we identify anEg mode at 922.6 cm21.

Furthermore, we propose that the weak band found
experiments at 547 cm21 should not be interpreted as a di
ference band between lines at 989 cm21 (A2u symmetry!
and at 439 cm21 (A1g symmetry!,6 but rather as the fre-
quency of a real eigenmode. In fact, we do find a phon
frequency at 536 cm21 of Eg symmetry, quite close to this
weak band (547 cm21). We have taken this reassignme
into account in Table III.

D. Dielectric permittivity tensors

In this section, we present the electronic (e`) and static
(e0) permittivity tensors. Due to the symmetry of the zirco
crystal, these have two independent componentse i and e'

along and perpendicular to thec axis, respectively. The val
ues of e` and e0 are compared with experimental data
Table IV: the theoretical values are larger than the exp
mental ones by about 10%, as often found in the LDA to
density-functional theory.

This problem has been widely discussed in the literatu
The currently accepted view29–31is that a dependence on th
polarization should be present in the exchange-correla
functional ~leading to a density-polarization functiona
theory!. However, no polarization dependence is presen

en
TABLE IV. Electronic and static dielectric tensors of zirco

The contributions of the different phonon modes to the static die
tric tensor are also indicated. The tensors are diagonal and
different components parallel (i) and perpendicular (') to the c
axis. The phonon mode contributions toe0

i come from the three
IR-activeA2u modes, while the contributions toe0

' come from the
four IR-activeEu modes. The experimental values, in parenthes
are taken from Ref. 3 for the parallel components~values at 295 K!,
and from Ref. 28 for the perpendicular components.

i '

e` 4.26~3.8! 4.06~3.5!
De1 5.90~5.75! 5.16~5.70!
De2 0.52~0.36! 1.31~0.60!
De3 0.85~0.78! 0.05~0.15!
De4 1.38~1.20!

e0 11.53~10.69! 11.96~11.25!
5-4
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LDA, nor in other widely used approximations like th
generalized-gradient approximation.32 In view of practical
calculations of the dielectric tensor, the LDA formalism c
be modified somehow by adding a scissor operator.33 The
improvement is systematic for small-gap material, but not
large-gap materials.34 This scissor operator approach is n
well justified theoretically, although it bears an interesti
relationship29 with the well-known band-gap problem o
density-functional theory.35,36 In the present case, we fin
that the agreement with experiment is sufficiently good
proceed further in the analysis of the dielectric tensor. At t
stage, we have all the ingredients to make such an anal
we can rely not only on the frequencies of the IR-act
modes, but also on the corresponding eigendisplacem
and Born effective charges.

The static dielectric tensor can be decomposed in the c
tributions of different modes as follows~see Ref. 37; we
follow the notations of Ref. 21!:

eab
0 ~v!5eab

` 1(
m

Dem,ab5eab
` 1

4p

V0
(
m

Sm,ab

vm
2

, ~1!

whereV0 is the volume of the primitive unit cell.Sm,ab is
the mode-oscillator strength, related to the eigendispla
mentsUm(ka) and Born effective charge tensors by

Sm,ab5S (
ka8

Zk,aa8
* Um* ~ka8!D S (

k8b8
Zk8,bb8

* Um~k8b8!D .

~2!

Displacements are normalized thanks to the condition

(
kb

Mk@Um~kb!#* Un~kb!5dmn , ~3!

whereMk is the mass of the ionk.
The contribution of the individual modesDem to the static

dielectric constant are presented in Table IV. The larg
contribution comes from the lowest frequency mode.

In parallel to this decomposition of the static dielect
tensor, one can define a mode-effective charge vector:

Zm,a* 5

(
kb

Zk,ab* Um~kb!

F(
kb

Um* ~kb!Um~kb!G1/2. ~4!

In Table V, we present for each IR-active mode, the mag
tude of its mode-effective charge vectors~this vector is par-
allel and perpendicular to the tetragonal axis forA2u andEu
modes, respectively!, as well as the relevant component
the oscillator strength tensor~the parallel-parallel componen
for A2u modes, and the perpendicular-perpendicular com
nent for Eu modes!. In this table, we also compare the ca
culated mode-oscillator strengths with the experimental v
ues. The good agreement that is found validates our ana
of the various contribution to the static dielectric constan

For each symmetry representation (A2u andEu), the low-
est and highest frequency mode exhibit the largest effec
10430
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charges and the largest oscillator strengths. Despite t
similar oscillator strengths, the modes of lowest frequen
contribute much more to the static dielectric constant th
the modes of highest frequency, the frequency factor in
~1! playing a crucial role. The second lowest frequen
modes are moderately strong, while the thirdEu mode has a
negligible IR activity.

Based on symmetry considerations and a crystal fi
analysis of the vibrations of (SiO4)42 units, it was assumed
in Ref. 6 that these two lowest IR-active modes correspo
to opposite displacement of rigid SiO4 groups against Zr
atoms. The eigendisplacements that we obtain for th
modes deviate significantly from this picture. The analysis
the A2u eigenvector is rather easy: the Zr atoms move b
21.136~arbitrary units! in thez direction, the Si atoms move
by 0.429 in thez direction, and for the O atom located i
(0,u,v), the displacement is (0,20.563,1.429). Other O dis
placements can be found by symmetry~the z displacement
being the same for all atoms!. Clearly, the SiO4 group does
not move as a rigid building block. Along thez direction, the
center of gravity of the four O ions moves in an oppos
direction with respect to the motion of the Zr atom, wi
displacements of similar magnitude, while the Si atom d
placement is more than twice smaller. The distortion of the
tetrahedra is also significant. Thus we obtain a picture wh
is rather different from the one of Fig. 3~b! in Ref. 6. This is
also to be linked to the mixed ionic-covalent bonding b
tween Zr and O.

From the mode-oscillatorSm,ab , it is also possible to gain
insight on the mixing of the eigenvectors of the dynamic
matrix when going from TO to LO modes. In general, t
eigenvectors of the dynamical matrix forq→0 will not be
identical to those forq50. Sometimes, symmetry constrain
will be sufficient to guarantee that some of the eigendispla
ments are identical, even if the eigenfrequencies are dif
ent. In this case, the following relationship holds that lin
LO and TO modes along the wave vectorqa @see Eq.~62! of
Ref. 21#:

TABLE V. Components of mode-effective charge vectorsZm*
and oscillator strength tensorSm for each of the IR-active modes
The experimental values ofSm , in parentheses, are taken from Re
3 for theA2u modes and Ref. 28 for theEu modes. The description
of the vectors and the tensors structures corresponding to the
types of modes are given in the text. The components of the mo
effective charge vectors are given in atomic unit, that is minus
electronic charge. The oscillator strengths are presented in 124

atomic unit (1 a.u.50.342 036 m3/s2). The first-order approxima-
tion to the LO frequenciesvm

(1) and to the LO-TO splittingDvm
(1)

are also given with the full LO-TO splittingDvm ~in cm21).

Zm* Sm vm
(1) Dvm

(1) Dvm

A2u(1) 7.68 10.06~9.31! 546.1 198.3 128.1
A2u(2) 2.76 2.65~1.86! 636.7 35.5 44.8
A2u(3) 6.70 11.50~10.49! 1073.1 93.2 116.3
Eu(1) 6.79 5.92~6.34! 431.7 146.5 55.4
Eu(2) 3.51 2.71~1.23! 440.5 57.5 37.2
Eu(3) 0.28 0.13~0.39! 424.7 2.5 44.2
Eu(4) 7.37 14.63~12.83! 1004.6 137.2 161.2
5-5
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Dvm5S vm
2 ~TO!1

4p

V0

(
ab

qaSm,abqb

(
ab

qaeab
` qb

D 1/2

2vm~TO!.

~5!

More generally, this equation can be seen as the first-o
approximation for the LO-TO splittingDvm

(1) . The calcu-
lated values are presented in Table V, together with the
LO-TO splittingsDvm derived from Table III. The differ-
ences betweenDvm

(1) and Dvm indicate the occurrence o
eigenvectors modifications. For theA2u modes, there is a
qualitative agreement, showing only moderate mixing of
eigenvectors when going from the TO to the LO case:
LO and TO modes of same index have a sizable over
This is also the case for the highestEu mode, for which the
agreement is within 20%. This mode is rather well separa
from the otherEu modes, and a weak mixing is expected. B
contrast, the three otherEu modes are strongly hybridize
when going from the TO to LO case: the first-order appro
mation to the LO frequenciesvm

(1) , which are also provided
in Table V, are roughly the same for these three modes~less
than 16 cm21 difference!. This coincidence stems from th
fact that for these three modes the oscillator strength
creases with increasing TO frequency. Consequently, w
the TO frequencies are well separated, the first-order
proximation to LO frequencies are close to each other.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have investigated the structural, electronic, dyna
cal, and dielectric properties of zircon~crystalline ZrSiO4)
within density-functional theory. The parameters of the
laxed atomic structure are found to be in very good agr
ment with experimental ones~at most 1.5% discrepancy!.
We have also calculated the electronic band structure
density of states in which the contributions from Zr 4s and
4p, and O 2s and 2p are clearly distinguishable, althoug
the spread of the latter indicates hybridization with Zr and
atomic orbitals. The phonon frequencies at the center of
Brillouin zone, the Born effective charge tensors, and
dielectric permittivity tensors have been obtained us
density-functional perturbation theory. We have found an
cellent agreement between the calculated phonon frequen
and their corresponding experimental values~rms relative
deviation of 2.5%! when available. The frequencies of tw
Raman-active modes, which have remained undetecte
experiments, were determined~631.7 and 922.6 cm21). Si-
g

s

10430
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e
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-

e-
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i-

-
-

nd

i
e

e
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-
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lent modes have been found between 119.6 and 943.3 cm21.
The Born effective charge tensors are quite anisotropic.
some directions, the Born effective charges are larger t
the nominal ionic charge indicating a mixed covalent-ion
bonding between Zr and O. The anisotropy of the O Bo
effective charges has been proposed as a criterion to cla
future models of ZrSixOy . The electronic and static dielec
tric permittivity constants have been computed, and a
tailed analysis of the contribution of the different vibration
modes has been performed, including computation of mo
effective charges and oscillator strengths. It is observed,
both the direction parallel to the tetragonal axis and the
rection perpendicular to it, that a single mode contributes
more than 60% of the ionic contribution, in agreement w
experimental data. Previously, this mode was thought
originate from an opposite displacement of Zr against S4
rigid units. Our first-principle approach allows us to obta
the corresponding eigenvectors, showing clearly that the
tortion of the SiO4 tetrahedron is substantial, and that t
displacement is better characterized as opposing Zr an
atoms, while the displacement of Si atoms is more than tw
smaller than those of other species.

This work also demonstrates that first-principles a
proaches based on density-functional theory provide an
curate description of both the structure and the dielectric
sponse functions of zircon. In previous investigations,
similar good description was obtained fora quartz19 and
cubic ZrO2 ~Ref. 23!. This therefore suggests that densit
functional approaches are particularly suited for studying
structure and the permittivity in amorphous silicate ZrSixOy
films with compositions intermediate between those ofa
quartz and zircon. A better understanding of how the perm
tivity of ZrSixOy films relates to their underlying microstruc
ture is highly desirable in relation with the search for alte
native gate dielectrics in Si-based electronic devices.1
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In the caption of Table V, the conversion factor for the oscillator strengths is wrong: 1 a.u.=253.263 841 3 m3/s2. This
correction does not affect the main results and conclusions.
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